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Background: COVID Legal Support Network by The Analysis 

 

The massive second wave of COVID-19 swept through India, with cases more than a 

million per day, leaving many in distress, running pole to pole for some relief. Some were 

running in search of oxygen, some were running for medicines, injections, plasma, and 

some to get a place to cremate their loved ones who succumbed to disease. One of the 

most significant impacts of this crisis was on the families who are losing their loved ones 

to this virus. People were bereaved, lost jobs, unhealthy and were in acute pain and agony. 

During these unprecedented circumstances, Janus- faced individuals who cheated and 

harassed those in suffering. Some people took cash in advance to arrange essential 

medical aid and never returned the calls. Some even harassed, sent obscene and lucid 

demands in exchange for the coveted items. Medical supplies were sold at prices ten times 

higher than the MRP. Therein, The Analysis (TA), initiated COVID Legal Support 

Network (CLSN), to help those who suffered such incidents and did not know the legal 

recourse they have against fraudsters, harassers etc. 

CLSN was an informal legal forum composed of advocates, social activists, academicians 

and law students. The primary objective of CLSN was to provide preliminary legal support 

to those in need, a kind of first-aid mechanism, without any fees or charges. It was not an 

alternative to or replaceable with a full-fledged and formal legal opinion by an advocate 

or a law firm. CLSN aimed to help and guide those in need and willing to engage in an 

informal conversation. It continued for  

CLSN works to provide informal and free legal support on issues related to- 

1. COVID-19 Medical Fraud 

2. Domestic violence 

3. Rights related to mental health 

4. Adoption and child welfare 

5. Senior citizens welfare 

Through our team of resource persons and volunteers, we wish to equip people with the 

right legal knowledge and help them in making informed decisions. 
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Journey Over the First Month into Action- 16 May to 16 June 2021  

During the pilot month of its working (from 16 May to 16 June 2021), the COVID Legal 

Support Network (CLSN) was able to reach out to people from Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, 

Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka. Over the one-month period, CLSN dealt with 

10 cases, 50% of which were COVID related frauds where the people who reached out 

were either asked for an advanced payment but their deliveries were never made as 

claimed, or were cheated in the name of medical supplies as promised.  

Such cases were considered to be cases of cheating under Section 417 and Section 511 of 

the Indian Penal Code (IPC). The individuals were suggested to file an online complaint 

according to the local place of incident and an option of filing a joint complaint was also 

suggested by the team. Moreover, local helpline numbers of the Police department 

addressing cheating, harassment cases during COVID-19 were shared with them. The 

option of reaching out to the Cyber Cell through their website or by tweeting about their 

case to the official handle of Cyber Cell was also put forward in the cases involving internet 

handling. 

Cases about women facing sexual harassment or being asked for sexual favours in return 

for oxygen cylinders came under the domain of online stalking/harassment/cyber 

bullying and could be addressed under Section 354A (Sexual harassment and punishment 

for sexual harassment) with Section 354D (Stalking) of the Indian Penal Code 1860. In 

case of such issues, the person was suggested to resort to filing an FIR in the nearest police 

station and in the nearest cyber cell since some states have special cells for cybercrime, 

the option of filing an online complaint was also presented before the individuals and the 

suggestion to reach out to the Cyber Cell through their Twitter Handle (@CyberDost). The 

individuals were also provided with state specific information related to the case. 

20% of the cases that reached out to the CLSN dealt with the issue of jobs on 

compensatory grounds and insurance claims to the family members of the people who 

died due to Covid or the Black Fungus. The network informed them about the mention of 

Covid Death on the deceased person’s death certificate.  

With the decreasing rate of Covid, the number of enquiries received has also decreased. 

With this the team at CLSN decided to discontinue the pilot period of the initiative and 

cease it temporarily. It is now brainstorming to come up with a more elaborate and long 

term project for providing legal support on social issues. 
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People behind CLSN 

 

Utkarsha is an advocate by profession. She assists TA in conducting research 

projects and communication campaigns. She headed the CLSN initiative at TA. Her 

research areas include gender justice, climate change and public administration.  

 

Vidush Pandey is a criminal advocate practicing in Farrukhabad and Allahabad 

High Court. Under CLSN, he helped in preparing the resource documents on issues 

CLSN worked on. He also helped claimants in filing FIRs, and writs. 

 

Srajak Srivastava is an Associate at Risis Legal as a part of the Real Estate team 

and in addition to it he takes care of consumer and recovery matters for the firm. 

Under CLSN, he helped in addressing matters related to fraud, and medical 

malpractice. 
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Sukanya Sharma is a Trainee Associate at Akhil Modi Associates. She is part of 

their Banking Laws, Civil Laws and Arbitration team. Under CLSN, she addressed 

the queries pertaining to sexual harassment, adoption, compensation on death due 

to Covid. 

 

Resource persons 

 

Advocate Shreyas Jain, who is a practicing Advocate at Bombay High Court. He 

was associated with CLSN as a resource person. Here is what Shreyas has to say- 

“It is because of initiatives like COVID Legal Support Network that our legal profession, despite being 

frowned upon by the general public on a daily basis, is still considered as a noble one specially in times 

of need. It is because of the team of "Analysis' ' that several people were able to raise their voices against 

illegal activities during the Pandemic. It was a pleasure to be a miniscule part of this great initiative!” 
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Bhawana Gandhi is an Advocate practicing in Delhi High Court and District Courts 

of Delhi. She was associated with CLSN as a resource person. Here is what 

Bhawana says about CLSN- 

“The Analysis has been offering free legal support and advice by setting up an exclusive helpline number 

and email ID through their project- Covid Legal Support Network. In the past one month, their team of 

legal experts and volunteers have managed to settle 12 cases across the country and have given legal 

advice to multiple people.  By offering quick, instant and simple solutions to the legal issues, their team 

has contributed in the best possible way on discrete legal issues and helped people in distress during the 

second wave of COVID-19. Not just this, they have also been working towards awareness building of 

pertinent laws like Domestic Violence, Child Adoption, etc. by explaining the process of filing 

complaints, redressal mechanism, explaining complex provisions in easy-to-understand language for 

non-legal public.  

I appreciate and wholeheartedly support the stellar work of The Analysis and hope this brilliant team 

continues to inspire us with such noble initiatives.” 

 

About The Analysis  

 

Founded in 2015, The Analysis (TA) is a research and communication group working on 

issues of law, policy and politics in India. Citizen engagement and empowerment remain 

the core of TA’s working ideology. To ensure accountable and transparent governance, TA 

engages in evidence-based research, policy and legal advocacy, communication and 

outreach. TA works closely with various stakeholders like students, domain experts, 

policymakers, development practitioners, lawyers, academicians, activists, journalists 

and citizen groups. TA strongly believes in creating safe and democratic spaces for healthy 

and meaningful conversations. 

Website: www.theanalysis.org.in | Get in touch: contact@theanalysis.org.in  
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